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Take a life-changing journey with a style insider through the neighborhoods of Paris—just like you
simply rolled out of bed and onto the cobblestone streets of Le Marais… Featuring a huge
selection of stunning photographs and original style illustrations, in addition to fabulous tips
from celebrities, style designers, bloggers, chefs, and more! Discover what Saint Germain
females use, where Canal Saint Martin ladies shop and go out with their close friends, the décor
tricks of the artistic ladies in Montmartre, and how exactly to cook and entertain—and be the most
glamorous female around (without even trying). After spending a lot of her lifestyle mining the
secrets of La Parisienne, Angie has discovered there are as many ways to end up being Parisian
as there are arrondissements.
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Quintessential Paris travel guide for all those in the know! C'est magnifique! This reserve is
certainly a must-have for anybody who adores Paris, anyone likely to Paris and/or anyone who
would like to bring Paris house with them. It's a veritable treasure trove of inside picks and
concealed gems which makes the reader want to buy a ticket to Paris tout de suite.. That is
definitely not your typical Paris travel instruction. Niles clearly spent a lot of time hob-knobbing
with locals, luminaries and insiders in order to amass this amazing and beautiful resource. I
really like how she breaks down each neighborhood from style, to food, to purchasing. Just what
a great book!! It really is like talking to a foodie girlfriend (and looking through her extremely
creative Instagram feed) who has great fashion flavor and has lived in Paris for a long time. You
will get the knowledge on all the cool locations to see and all the great restaurants to visit. The
concept of describing the type of woman that would live in each of the primary Paris
neighborhoods and where she'd shop and dine is so refreshing and innovative. You pick the type
that you most closely associate with and pick and choose your Paris trip focus - brilliant! This
told highlights and the locations by arondisements.! Because it was my 1st trip I spent the
majority of my time doing typical tourist items, but I did look for restaurant recommendations
and suggestions for off the beaten path. Buying multiple copies intended for family and friends!
This was a great guide and I'll use it if or when I return to Paris. I have given it as a gift several
times! We proceeded to go last May with this husbands, but this trip will end up being an
entirely different experience and the reserve gave me lots of ideas about where you can go and
what to see on a “women trip”! It s like short magazine content. Some tour books possess so very
much information. Having perused a crazy quantity of guidebooks, this one is by far the best I
have seen on Paris. This book is a wonderfully written guide for anyone likely to visit Paris It . I
loved this reserve about local finds in Paris I loved this book about regional finds in Paris! I am to
Paris three times today and am heading back very soon solely because this book is an absolute
inspiration. I'm definitely investing in a few even more copies for friends and family! If you are
planning a trip to Paris, or just like everything about Paris, understand this book. I would like to
go to Paris before the remaining world discovers this publication! And what I love best, are the
tips on how to bring Paris house with you. I gather books on Paris and am enjoying this reserve.
Like, yesterday. LOVE! I'm an enormous Paris fan so anytime I can get some insider information I
will take it!.. That is by far the very best book Inhave gotten so far to greatly help plan my trip
.Kindle is difficult to navigate Appreciate this book. Have the hard duplicate and bought the
kindle version ( expensive either!) for trip to Paris. Sadly no desk of contents to make for easy
navigation. A classic fab book but the kindle version needs work! All of the recommendations I
tried were perfect. Just received this reserve and just what a dream! Better for another trip, but
ideal for a woman visiting Paris I bought this book to do some initial research before my first
visit to Paris, and brought it with me to make reference to within my stay.!! Can’t wait around
until my girlfriend and I consider our daughters this might! This book includes a little everything,
it really is FANTASTIC! Must read for just about any Francophile This book is amazing! Paris for
Females Loved the insight into all the Paris neighborhoods. Recommend it to anyone traveling
to Paris, attempting to live the Parisian existence, or even if you would like to read an excellent
book w/ exquisite images. Paris highlights I enjoyed this different format. Love it! But now I
need to go to Paris. Four Stars Interesting and helpful. Every place it recommended was great.
The style advice for every neighborhood was useful and accurate, too. Very helpful... This book
is a wonderfully written guide for anybody going to visit Paris Additionally it is a great book for
all those of us who HAVE BEEN there and just want to look back. Can't wait to learn Angie's
follow up books to this! This is by far the best book Inhave gotten up to now to greatly help plan

my .... The publication is split into different sections by types of Parisians - which is normally
both smart and fun. Beautiful book. It offers great pix and touches on the best places to go to ...
sooo happy and now realy looking forward to my trip in Jan!! Just what a great book!
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